A truly unique two-double bedroom period conversion in Barnsbury with annex.
Barnsbury Road, London, N1
£1,100,000 Leasehold

Reception • Kitchen • 2 bedrooms • Bathroom • Patio garden
space • Split-level flat set within a Georgian period conversion
• Separate annex house • Located near to excellent transport
links • Vault storage

Local Information
Barnsbury Road enjoys a quiet,
leafy location at the heart of the
Barnsbury conservation area in
Islington. There is an abundance
of local garden squares and the
open green space of Barnard
Park right on your door step.
Nearby Upper Street, with its
plethora of shops, bars and
fashionable eateries is just a short
stroll away. The City, Kings Cross
and Clerkenwell are also within
easy walking distance. Nearest
stations are Angel for Northern
Line, Highbury and Islington for
Victoria Line and Kings Cross/St
Pancras for other tubes and
mainline rail services including
Eurostar.
About this property
Arranged over two floors of an
attractive two bedroom Georgian
mid-terrace conversion. The living
room opens through to the
kitchen with two beautiful sash
windows to the front and rear
giving a wonderful viewings over
Barnard Park. Appliances in the
kitchen include integrated fridgefreezer, full size dishwasher and
oven with gas hob.Leading down
to the lower ground floor there is
a three-piece bathroom suit
accessible from the hall landing, a
built in cupboard for extra storage
and access to a shared back
yard.

Two double bedrooms occupy the
lower ground floor space, both of
which benefit from large windows
allowing the maximum amount of
natural light into each room.
Access to the under pavement
vaults is proved by the bedroom
to the front. The main feature that
sets this property apart from
others in the vicinity is the
cavernous and well-appointed
annex/outbuilding accessible from
the shared back yard which is of
period construction. The internal
space has been modified to
include a fully fitted kitchen, utility
room and separate wet room
along with some modern features
such as skylights and gas, wall
mounted fireplace. The annex
cannot be sub-let or used for
commercial purposes.
Tenure
Leasehold(963 years remaining)
Local Authority
Islington
Energy Performance
EPC Rating = D
Viewing
All viewings will be accompanied
and are strictly by prior
arrangement through Savills
Islington Office.
Telephone: +44 (0) 207 226
1313.

Barnsbury Road, London, N1
Gross Internal Area 1364 sq ft, 126.7 m²
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Important Notice Savills, its clients and any joint agents give notice that 1: They are not authorised to make or give any representations or warranties in relation to the property either here or
elsewhere, either on their own behalf or on behalf of their client or otherwise. They assume no responsibility for any statement that may be made in these particulars. These particulars do not form
part of any offer or contract and must not be relied upon as statements or representations of fact. 2: Any areas, measurements or distances are approximate. The text, photographs and plans are
for guidance only and are not necessarily comprehensive. It should not be assumed that the property has all necessary planning, building regulation or other consents and Savills have not tested
any services, equipment or facilities. Purchasers must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise. 20211014EMNO

